With nearly 20 student members and 2 professional members, IEEE-VBIT SB has initiated the computer society student chapter at the VBIT campus. The main motto behind establishing the Computer Society chapter at VBIT is to foster technological knowledge and help the students develop good technical skills related to the computing field. New innovative ideas are being implemented to make students and professionals get a fruitful result. Numerous technical events have been planned for the academic year which facilitate the all-round development of a student in various fields.

**Event details are as follows:**

Date: 16th July, 2011  
Venue: VBIT Campus  
Timings: 10.00 A.M. to 1.00 P.M.

**Chapter Advisor**  
Srinivas N - I.T H.O.D, VBIT

**Computer Society Excom**  
M.N.V.L. Kashyap - Chairman  
S.Bhaskar Avinash – Vice Chairman  
K.Sesha Sai – Secretary  
D.Sharada- Treasurer
The event started with the inauguration of the Computer Society student chapter at VBIT, which was done by the esteemed chief guests of the event, Mr. Aditya Rao and Mr. Rahul Dronamraju. The students of 2nd and 3rd B.Tech, CSE and IT, participated in this event.
The first session of the day comprised of an informative session with a guest lecture by Mr. Aditya Rao, chairman of IEEE-Computer Society Chapter, Hyderabad section, on the topic “The contemporary Computing disciplines a graduate in computing must know”. Mr. Aditya Rao has been with Oracle for over 8 years and is currently working as a development manager. This session was highly applauded as it could impress and make an effect over most students present at the event.

Mr. Aditya Rao enlightened the students about what basically each of the fields of Computer Engineering, Computer Science and Information Technology etc. deal with and the significance of each of the fields of study in the advancing technological scenario.
The second session of the day included another enlightening session by Mr. Rahul Dronamraju, Market Research Analyst and Project Coordinator at Tachyon Communications Inc., an IT consulting firm specializing in Strategic Management Consulting and Program & Project Management, on the topic “An introduction to project management”.
The students were highly elucidated by this session as it could relate very much with their interests. Also, Mr. Rahul also explained the concepts of Project Management effectively by using the day to day life examples, which helped the students to understand the crucial concepts in a better way.

The event was a grand one and we further look forward to conduct quality events and develop technical interests among the students under the IEEE Computer Society.